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**Please bring Audible Feast back to the Sunday noon time slot it 
held for decades. Putting a children's show between This American 
Life and Audible Feast makes no sense--those two programs flow 
seamlessly from one to the next, and breaking them up with a child's 
program is a huge disappointment to those of us who  have made 
Fred Wooley destination listening on Sunday for so long. It's great to 
have an offering produced specifically for the kids, but it would make 
more sense to place it between dissimilar types of programming. X
#4 above - a well balanced combination of all 5 sources is  "most 
valuable to me "  --  We moved up to the area the same year KZYX 
was founded -  fortunate timing indeed ! X

A bit stronger signal. X
Again nothing coming to mind. I know I have one. I'll think of lots of 
creative suggestions after I submit this. X

Again, it would be better to have a daily county news round-up X

already doing great with emergency new and updates X

Be nicer to volunteers X
Be out in the community more. Live remotes, hosting of solar, peace 
and freedom rallies, cannabis events, music concerts. Have a news 
person you can actually talk to. X

Beef up the local news with more reporters X
Being more visible at activities throughout County. Get back to being 
a place where non-profits go to promote their activities (has dropped 
off in last couple of years). The Board and staff should avail 
themselves of All programmers talents and ideas. This station has a 
habit of S.T.P. (Same Ten People) syndrome. Those deemed cool and 
hip. It also has a habit of putting more importance on who is making 
the suggestions, not what is being suggested. If one doesn't explore 
different and various ideas, one's view becomes myopic. Therefore 
stunted. X

Besides Mendo Blendo I like KMUD's music better X

Better news coverage X

can't think of any X

Can't think of any. X

can't think of any. X

Can't think of one. X

Can’t think of anything right now X

CAN’T THINK OF ANYTHING... X

Cannot think of anything you don't already do. X
Continue local news especially during crisis. Great work on fires. 
Drew Colfax on covid is excellent. Keep him and Alicia Bailes coming 
please! X
Continue to improve broadcast signal. Some areas of county still 
have poor reception (north of Fort Bragg to Westport) X

Continue to INCLUDE all areas-INLAND county as well as coastal area X
Could report on even more of the local news, playing different 
stories at 8:45 am and 6:00 pm instead of repeating the 7:45 am 
broadcast X
Could you to announcements of on-going disasters AFTER the PBS 
evening headlines.  You are my only source for that news.  The on-
going disaster will be the same at 5:06 and then I will be able to hear 
it instead of streaming KQED for headlines and missing the local 
updates. X
County and state representative reports and information, with Q and 
A sessions. X

DEMOCRACY NOW ON in the morning when it's more relevant. X

Doing a fantastic job. X

Doing a great job ! X
Doing a great job. The Dr Drew segments, the weekly news brief with 
Mimi and Carmel, the myriad of local news/info in the presence of all 
of the emergencies in the past few years.  KZYX has risen to the 
occasion. Thank You X
Doing fine as is.  Good efforts to include minority communities, but 
need more outreach especially the Hispanic folks so they know we 
are here. X X

doing great X

Doing great. Thanks from Marin County for your rural flare. X
Don't depend so much on the County 2 help out, be self sufficient & 
dig deep 4 accuracy in the news, things r a bit tricky these days! X

Elevate black and native voices X
Emphasizing local news is important right now and keeping track of 
fire season will be as well. X
Except for the HA - HA program interrupting Sundays, I'm fine with 
the scheduling. X
find a way to boost the signal so that everyone in Mendocino County 
has access to the station without having to have internet. X

Focus on local people and local issues X
Frequent news breaks at predictable times (top and/or bottom of the 
hour) would be welcome. Would also appreciate the breaks in 
national programs sometimes filled with music rather than a bunch 
of self-referential promos. Or use those breaks to give us a spot of 
latest news. One more thing -- why in the gosh are interesting 
programs running at 3 or 5 am? X

Funding for more local journalism! X
Get the word out there. Even my husband admits that he's amazed 
at the number of people who have never heard of the station. It's a 
very valuable resource. X

Good X

Great station keep doing what you ate doing and thanks! X
Have each community FtBragg, Willits, North county, Round Valley, 
Gualala, etc Have an hour (or more) designated each week for LOCAL 
highlights and good news to share X

Having a coastal studio (???)
Help initiate a revolution
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I can’t think of anything. X

i do not know. X

I don't see how. It's the best public radio station I've experienced. X
I don’t know how much it would cost, but it would be great if you 
could upgrade the Jukebox feature. It doesn’t work great, it’s hard to 
search, and it cuts out frequently. X
I find the segment "Climate Connections" to be fatuous and irritating. 
It's both pollyanna-ish (by over-simplifying, making solutions sound 
easy, and implying that we can maintain current lifestyles by making 
certain adjustments), and fatalistic (by showcasing accommodations 
to climate change rather than radical challenges to the presumptions 
of entitlement that pervade the culture). The subject is better 
handled in stories on NPR, TUC Radio, etc., where there's more room 
for nuance and depth. X
I find you of great service and at the moment can't think of 
improvements. X

I got to admit I'm not thrilled with the new kids show. X
I listen for NPR and other news outlets. I turn it off when its music. 
But that's just me. X

I love KZYX and its service is greatly appreciated. X
I love kzyx’s programming generally but not the Celtic music on 
Sunday morning.  I’d rather hear more national/local news or cafe 
mellow jazz or interesting interview etc. I also appreciate kzyx 
keeping us connected in times of crisis. X X
I only listen a bit. Just to keep in touch with my old community. I use 
local stations now.
I really appreciate the coverage of local coronavirus updates with Dr. 
Drew and Alicia. So informative. Their ability to balance the horror of 
what it all means for so many with a kind of friendly banter and 
meaningful responses to questions called in is the essence of what 
community radio is and should be about. X
I really appreciate your dependable coverage and especially during 
our too frequent disasters X

I really enjoy the local profiles of current Mendocino people. X

I so appreciate kzyx; have been a member for years X

I so appreciate the VITAL service you provide to our community. X
I suppose there is always room for improvement, but generally you 
do a great job! I have no suggestions. X
I think KZYX has been doing a great job broadcasting information 
about covid in the county.  And, though not a Spanish speaker 
myself, I am thrilled that there is some more Spanish language 
broadcasting on the station. X
I think KZYX is a phenomenal community radio station and I hear that 
from a lot of people. X
I think ou do a great job with hyper local where it counts most!   
Possibly more about innovative people and projects in the county 
that are making a difference. X X
I think y'all are doing a great job under difficult broadcasting (signal) 
and funding limitations. X
I think you do a damn good job.  I wish I had a better signal, but I 
stream online, so as long as I have internet, I am okay.  I'd love it if 
the programmers/DJ's for the call in shows all got training, some are 
better than others.  Listening to some of the call in shows can be 
pretty painful X X
I think you do a fine job now.  I'm sure that if something that needed 
to be presented were the case--emergency info., local 
announcements, new programming--you would already have 
considered it. X

I think you have improved consistently over the years I have listened X
I think you present a good balance of programming. I remember 
when we lived on the Coast, before KZYX; it was a radio desert. We 
hope to return to the county next year and will do everything we can 
to support the station. X
I think you're doing a great job with the limited resources you have 
to work with. I SO appreciate KZYX. X

I think you're doing a great job. X
I think you’re doing pretty great! More programs in Spanish might be 
helpful. X X
I would like more current affairs/news programming and less music 
during the day. Some of the best current affairs are on so early in the 
morning--can they repeat later? Also, early Sunday mornings could 
have programs with more inspirational themes--that would be nice. 
The BBC has some great inspirational programs. Get rid of the world 
news so early on a Sunday morning! X X

I would like to hear BBC overnight, not just weird music shows. X X

I. It is good hearing more Spanish language programming. X X

Improve the signal to Cleone. X
In a local emergency please update every hour. Some of us do not 
have phone coverage where we live- cell nor land line. X

Interviews with local performing, visual and musical artists X
involve more younger people in news coverage, + more voices of 
minorities, continue fire and covid coverage - very important X
It does a fine job except for the waste of 9-10 am daily and 7 pm 
Friday. X X
It is doing a very good job.  I like ethnic music, and especially Sun. 
Music Tom and music in that nature.  some of the symphony music I 
do not listen to. X
It would be great to recognize outstanding businesses in the county 
by designating them business of the month with a short interview  of 
the owner and/or employees to help them economically. These 
would be businesses that are  not necessarily paid advertisers of the 
station, but local gems that are sole proprietor entities  with devoted 
clientele that could benefit from free radio  exposure. X
It would be helpful to have a Covid19 update in the morning news 
segment.  It could just be from the local dashboard. I'd like that 
because the updates from public health often come late in the day. X
It would be nice to get a program calendar via email. My internet is 
limited so not very convenient to look it up online. X
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It's a great service to our community X
It's doing a good job! But remember that woke identity politics is 
NOT serving the community. Take it easy, in other words. X X
It's not always evident that all sides of issues are expressed.  Factual 
coverage of divergent views is necessary.  Your COVID-19 coverage is 
wonderful. X X

just continue asking this question

Just keep doing what you do X
Just keep listening to the community, and taking in the feedback. 
Keep the conversation going. I so appreciate your contribution to our 
community. Keep diverse  voices included in the conversation. X
Keep an eye on MRC and report monthly what they are doing.  Let us 
know the connection between MRC and Calfire. X

Keep doing what you're doing! X

Keep in truckin X

Keep on keepin on! X

Keep on keeping on. X
Keep up the good work on Public Affairs programming - Covid and 
Wildfires/power outages/road closures X
KZYX has consistently performed outstanding public service during 
fire emergencies, and could not have done better. Highest praise is 
due.   Providing programmers with increased technical 
support/production for call-in interviews (dead air, disconnections, 
etc.) would be an obvious benefit. X X

KZYX is already a fantastic service. X

KZYX management and staff are doing a great job. X
KZYX/Z is already the best public radio station that I have ever 
listened to. Keep up the good work of presenting the wide variety of 
viewpoints, and voices! the local content is essential, otherwise, you 
are just another national NPR station. X

Less cannabis program X
Less talk of Cannabis and more positive news about good things that 
are happening in our county. X

Local stories X
Make jukebox easier to use, i was trying to find the ted Williams talk 
on the budget and  I could figure out how to find it X
Make the board more inclusive.  I realize this isn't easy, but its 
important.  Younger and more diverse would be a good start.  Fewer 
boomers, although they contribute a huge amount of time and 
energy. X

make the south coast part of the community X

Maybe include some News in Spanish in the local news time? X
More community history  Mendo County Remembered and the 'Back 
To The Landers' series were awesome! X

more community reporting X
More coverage of Latino community   Continue partnership w 
Mendo College   Performance arts beat would be fun. X

More discussion on what to do. X

More donations from listeners to upgrade equipment. X
More engagement of  the Latinx and local tribal communities, more 
local news coverage in Spanish and please keep all the R & B soul and 
jazz music shows! X X X

more local coverage X

more local news X

more local news coverage of lake county X X
More local news updates, but you all do a fine job with what is 
available and I am so thankful of your existence. X X

More news and less classical music during the day. X

More programming with Dr. Drew Colfax X

more public affairs programming X
More remote broadcasts that allow the PEOPLE to have their voices 
heard. X

More silent fundraisers X

No X

No X

No X

No X

No X

No X

no X

No you’re doing a great job! X

No, I think you're doing fine. X

No. KZYX is doing an excellent job of serving the county. X

No. You are excellent! X

No. You do very well X

Nope! X

Nope. You do a great job. X
not be so tilted in one way politically. KZYX is too much like fox news 
talk, but on the other end X
Not really. You guys fill an enormous information gap in our 
community X

Not sure
Not sure.  I like having the covid updates and opportunity for 
questions.

Not that I know of.

Nothing comes to mind at this time...

Nothing to ad at this time

Of course there are
On air community foreman around issues that touch the local 
community. X

Once again, can't think of anything to add
Person on the street interviews, whatare the real people doing to 
survive during this covid time.  how are teachers going to teach on 
line for; covelo, FB, Leggett all different areas. This will bring us 
together as a community X
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Personally I think the community should be of better service to KZYX, 
like a $250,000 annual check to KZYX for services rendered as in the 
incredible emergency  information & fire updates. X
play live the covid-19 meetings of our elected officials and health 
officials X
PLEASE cut back on the number of jazz programs! (Yes, I am OK also 
cutting back on classical music.) Accent music that is not available 
readily elsewhere. I understand that programmers are volunteers, 
and are often passionate about their genres. But when a jazz 
program comes on, or shows like The Great American Songbook off 
goes the radio.   I endorse the suggestion someone called in one 
Monday evening. Have a time slot that rotates shows through it so 
we can see what else is available that we haven't heard about and 
would benefit from. X
Please get rid of Classical music programming!  It ruins my day when 
I hear it.  The DJs are horrible and I don't even like hearing their 
voices. The music is so depressing and dramatic! X

Podcasting of local shows. X
Post special programming on website and/or provide 
announcements when airing the community news. Sometimes I miss 
special shows [local] as I don't hear about it till it's too late. I do not 
follow FB or Instagram if that's how they are announced. Thanks! X
Programming that discusses ways in which Mendo County can be 
more egalitarian, more welcoming for people of color to move here, 
and promoting practices towards a goal of considerably more 
sustainability. X

provide low cost advertising local businesses. X
Put Fred Wooley back to immediately after This American Life on 
Sundays.  Not impressed by Ha Ha program. X

reach out more to people of color-Native Americans, Latino, etc X
Really, you are all doing an amazing service for most of our 
community. Remember, there are deserving listeners and citizens 
and businesses in Covelo. X
Reflect the community news/music/issues particular to our County - 
more! X
report even small fires- we've had a few in Laytonville and didn't 
hear at the time anything about them.... just saw all the planes and 
smoke and wanted more info X

Schedule Democracy Now  in the a.m. X

see #5

See answer five

Seems good to me. X

Short from-the-street interview s X

So far it's working fine. X
Some of the recent changes and upgrades have really made a 
positive difference. Thank you for all you do and for being forward-
thinking. X

South County Repeater X

tell me where is your schedule of programs for the week. X
The signal has been recently plagued with cutting out blips, a second 
or two every 5 or 10 seconds. X
The signal should be stronger as other stations located even far away 
. X

The station does a good job. X
The station is doing a fabulous job!!      I could personally do without 
hearing "pulse of the planet" at 8pm.  It always seems to be a few 
decibels louder than the prior show, and it seems strange that it 
automatically starts.  At the minimum, allow djs to load the show, so 
they are not rushing to a deadline or getting cut off. But I wonder if 
the show is needed at all?    and the phone lines could use some 
work for call in shows.  It was nice, a few years ago, when you were 
placed on hold and would hear the active caller in your phone 
headset before going live yourself.  This did happen when I called 
Wildoak Living a few weeks ago, so it is possible.  But most times I 
call the phone just rings and rings and then I get dropped, and it adds 
to the butterflies in my stomach before I'm on the air.    Thanks for 
reaching out and asking for our input! X X X

They already do so much for our community. X

they do a good job. X

THink we could not survive without you and KDFC for me. X

thinking
Updating your website to make individual segments and shows more 
easily available -- this could even mean posting your shows as 
podcasts for listeners to subscribe to. When more people can listen 
to your content on their own schedule, the bigger impact you will 
have and your potential audience can grow. X

When there is no virus, announcements of events more often. X
Would like there to be lots more talk shows about all the ways our 
society & our community need to change to deal with the upcoming 
"Depression"; also I feel that the Saturday Swap Shop needs to be 
more than once a week, and encourage more people to start 
selling/giving away their "stuff" so others will stop buying so much 
new stuff. X

You all are doing a great job.  Thank you so much. X

You all Do a great job X

You are doing a great job now! X
You are doing a great job!  Love the call in opinion shows. Bring in 
more diverse opinions! Love the outreach to Mexican community. X

you are doing a stellar job~  thank you! X

You are doing great X

You are doing great work! X

You are doing well. X
you are pretty great as is.  i'd prefer if you could avoid going off air 
frequently; maybe you need better equipment X X

you do a pretty damn good job with what you have as it is. X
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You have started several times with interns or groups in locales 
working as news sources.  Many folks have gotten their start in radio 
through experience at kzyx... so mixing internships with local news 
esp involving youth seems good for news and community power

You seem to be doing a good job as far as I'm concerned X

you're doing a great job! X
You're doing fantastic these months!  Your current personnel team is 
unparalleled.  My complements to them all. X
You've done a great job of keeping locals abreast of community new 
s and events. Really enjoyed the Corona Virus updates! X

You’re doing a great job! X

You’re doing a great job! X

Information programs in Spanish (Spanish survey) X
I’ve been thinking of coordinating a festival at the fairground when 
shelter in place ends, if we still have a fairground. Let’s do that. X

YOU ARE DOING GREAT! But thanks for asking! X
I think it already does an excellent job of providing info and 
connectedness on events affecting the community. X
freshen local programs. determine programming interests of Ukiah 
area to broaden listener base X X
I don’t teally follow the schedule, but I feel like whenever I’m in the 
car it’s covid coverage. Too much. Also, the morning doctor show is 
boring. X
every update that you give during the PSPS should be in english and 
spanish. X
Keep up the good work! The improvements over the past year have 
been noticeable. It appears that Alicia Bales has had a significant 
positive influence on the station, and she is great on the air. I don't 
like some of the local programming in which I think some of the 
hosts tend to pontificate, and I sometimes feel impatient when 
programs offer the opportunity for call-ins and people ramble on 
with their views (same thing, people pontificating), but when these 
programs come on, I just turn off KZYX. I understand that we all have 
different tastes and preferences. And, the silent fund drive was great 
and seemed to work well. Yay! (I am sustaining member and wish 
that everyone would become one so that on air fund drives could be 
minimal.) X X

Love Alisha. Great addition! X
Real time broadcast of emergency information. I enjoy the variety of 
music X
It would be nice to have an alternative/integrative health show. Its 
fine to have the doctor's view but these times demand expanding 
horizons. Maybe the ecology hour has one 'body ecology' segment 
each month with interviews similar to Holistic Health Perspectives. 
Or another slot for such things. There are likely some practitioners 
who would step up for a once-a-month job. Or more of a 'Corona 
Care' segment - half hour once a week or twice a month for tips on 
staying healthy naturally through this . . . X
On specific events you do an outstanding job such as fire coverage , 
outages and the covid pandemic. Keep up the good reporting! X

doing a good job now X

Not that I can think of. X
KZYX does an incredible job with a shoestring staff and budget. That 
is probably a testament to how incredible the staff are. I know its 
challenging but I think KZYX could use more staff to help with 
training and coordinating with local programmers. X
I think it is doing a pretty good job. I am sure there are ways but I 
can't think of any. X

We think you are doing a great job. X
Work with youth and local organizations to do outreach and teach 
how to broadcast X
rotate a few of the late night shows into a open hour during day so 
we can sample them X

support even more local music and art events. X
Host debates on community issues or even larger issues.  This area 
could use a stronger network of two way radios, but that may be 
outside of kzyx's jurisdiction.    The station could offer workshops. X X

include Lake County in your wild fire news X
Offer local news more often, maybe twice more each day (when life 
gets back to "normal"). Covid 19 news has been covered very well 
and is extremely appreciated. X X
As in #6:  Improve the news. Some news presentations are 
outstanding but they are interspersed with  presentations not 
related to actual news.  I would love more interviews with local 
politicians, editors, health professionals, etc. (preferably with Alicia 
Bales or Sarah Reith -- not Karen Ottoboni as she seems poorly 
informed but very opinionated).  I enjoy Dr. Drew Colfax, Dr. Marvin 
Trotter, The Discussion.  I would very much appreciate an 
investigative look at the Measure B funds and Redwood Community 
Service's  contracts with the County of Mendocino.  Also an 
investigative look into the Marbut (sp?) study and the current 
homeless situation. X
KZYX does a wonderful job of community service and always rises to 
the occasion when needed . I appreciate the coronavirus updates on 
Mon. Wed. and Fri. X
Continuing to provide more service in Spanish to meet the needs of 
our communities is a welcome change.  I hope the Spanish speaking 
community is accessing the station. X
Moving the station to Ukiah and locating it in a visible location would 
make it much more accessible to more people. More public outreach 
to make more segments of the population aware of us. Trading ads 
with other local media (online, print, social media) would increase 
the stations visibility. X

Doing a great job! Especially Alicia Bales X
Play your PSA's less frequently. If I hear "Have you heard about the 
KZYX music fest?" one more time. . .  AAAAARRRRRGGGGHHH! X

Not sure.   Doing a great job with coronavirus reporting. X

I don't think so X
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Get the Slap-Happy Grandpappy off of Sundays at noon so we can 
stop insulting the intelligence of children. And dig those great shows 
out of the middle of the night. And  euthanize 2 wasted hours of bad 
live Grateful Dead recordings every week-- for the love of God, it 
sounds lousy! And get rid of interviews with people on crappy 
sounding cell phones. Every notice how good NPR sounds? Radio is 
sound before it is anything else. Yep, that's all it would take to make 
me happy. Seriously, I love the station, a member since 1996, I listen 
all the time, day and night and that's why I care. X X X X
perhaps upgrades to transmitters.  When driving I lose signal north of 
Laytonville and east of Lake Co line. X
Well....the technical difficulties are so tremendous.  Like right now, I 
am listening to Wait Wait and parts of Trading time are coming 
through on the air.  Hate to hear "dead air" too. X
1. Interview those truly living innovative low-budget small-scale 
sustainable life style: biggest carbon savings in passive heating & 
cooling.  2. Interview Planned Parenthood 2x per month, plus give 
suggestions for getting involved with kids BEYOND your family--while 
social distancing. X X

You're doing a great job. X
Perfect the technology of the transition from station to station and 
dropped interviews.  This might be technical training of volunteer 
programmers. X
Better, more frequent emergency announcements.  Better, more 
detailed weather announcements daily -- like the wonderful weather 
reported on the Irish hour  Get rid of the ad where the hysterical 
woman shouts "I'm trying to use the phone!!!!." Super annoying.  
Keep the sound level constant. X X
I like pretty much what KZYX does. I don't really have a strong 
opinion about what I want or don't  want  Except that I believe that 
NPR's all things considered and those general types of news 
programs are unprogressive or even anti-progressive and harmful 
ultimately to our democracy. And I'm frankly not a rabid progressive; 
I can hardly listen to Amy Goodman all the time. But I just know that 
NPR news is contributing to trump versus fighting against all that he 
stands for. There shouldn't be any "balance" in that news X X X
Leave the programming as much like it is as possible.  KZYX provides 
a good blend and schedule of news and information shows, and I 
believe you will lose core listenership if you tinker further with the 
scheduling and choices of these shows.  An eclectic and enjoyable 
mix of music is presented each week.  You are pleasing a good cross-
section of our community.  KZYX is our family's main source for news 
and information.  Updates regarding local emergencies, weather, and 
news are valuable.  Alicia's coverage of the pandemic has been 
excellent. X
I really do not like the noon on Sunday show, put him somewhere 
else. I have been very happy with Alicia and Dr. Colfax Covid reports. 
Thank you. X
While the covid updates and all are well managed and useful as well 
as other emergency events,  the lack of regular, ongoing coverage of 
local government actions is a major hole in the mission and 
usefulness of a station that claims to serve the public. X
Please don't wait for fire to be in my back yard UKIAH to give news 
about where all the fire planes are going. X
I find the station far more inclusive & not dismissive of dissent. It is 
very welcome! X
Do all the voting information programs several weeks before voting 
day since our county does mail-in voting.

more reporters and coverage of a wider range of topics X
increased bandwidth, community education and prep for our 
challenging future X X
Run regular reports on supervisor meetings.  Bring back the Access 
Show with Norman DeVall. X X
Keep on doing what you are doing.   Alicia is a particularly great asset 
to the station. X
More focused topics on the call-in shows. The covid show on M,W,F 
is great but sometimes you get the strange ones on the anything you 
want call in shows X X

Please host a variety of community members X
There have been derogatory and dismissive comments and jokes 
made about the events that affect women and people of color. It's 
not an every day thing but it's happened enough that it's stuck with 
me. It only seems to be from one particular man, but it's still 
something that I don't want to listen to and absolutely don't want 
my child to be hearing at his impressionable age of 5. X
Probably.  Generally, I am blown away by the programming.  
ME/WESun/WESat tie the nation together.  Of the local productions  
Politics A Love Story, Trading Time, Tree House, all the jazz programs, 
Na Mele O Hawaii are standouts.   Curating things like Ralph Nader 
RH, Project Censored, Alternative Radio, Women in Music and E-
Town is much appreciated.  So much good programming can cut into 
one's sleep.  X

Could Pride Radio be aired weekly, rather than only twice a month? X

Definitely more involvement with the Latino community. X

I think it does a great job as it is. X
I appreciate that we have more programming for our Mexican 
American community.we could do more for them.i loved hearing thr 
Pomo hour. X X

More politically  balanced programming X
Right now I am very pleased with the quality and diversity of the 
programming. X
I liked having a human on in the morning. They could provide filler 
such as "this day in history", observation of local events. X

Kzyx is awsome. We are so lucky. X
increase interactions with other media....already doing a good job 
with MendoVoice....great model X X
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I would like to hear Ralph Nader at a reasonable hour. I listen to the 
radio because I can do other things at the same time. I can get Ralph 
on my computer but don't since I have to sit in one place. Cell service 
is terrible where I live. Over and over NPR is allowing people to label 
Democrats as "extreme  "left-wing" with no rebuttal. Ralph had a 
fantastic response to this where he asked questions like "Why is 
healthcare for everyone such a radical idea.?" or "Why is free 
education left wing?" etc. I happened to be up early going fishing the 
other morning when Ralph explained that during COVID the car 
insurance companies are reaping record profits and we should 
contact our Insurance Commissioners to demand a refund. Only 
Ralph is providing this information and you should be obligated to 
provide it to more people by scheduling Ralph during high tune in 
hours. This county went big for Ralph when he ran for president and I 
have hear a number of people on your Monday night call in show ask 
for Ralph at a better time. This is your chance to be responsive.  One 
of the things that is hard to find in today's media is real in depth 
discussion of big issues with some of the great minds of our time . I 
am thinking of shows like William F. Buckley, Dick Cavett, and Bill 
Moyers. Fortunately, we still get some of that with Joy LeClair, Terry 
Gross, and a few others including Ralph. But these are all interviews. 
There is something special abou hearing one of the great minds of 
our time give a prepared talk on a topic. This gives a unique 
opportunity for more in depth analysis. This is what Alternative Radio 
offers. It used to be on the air and Barsamian even stopped of in 
Caspar for in-person talks. I haven't quite got it together to go to 
KMUD for this.   Also, it was Prairie Home Campanion that first pulled 
me into KZYX and then I enjoyed E-Town. Liking music on saturday 
night probably goes back to my youth in Wyoming when the media 
highlight of the week was the Grand Ol' Oprey on Satuday night, 
(better even than Big John and Sparky and The Lone Ranger Saturday 
morning. What are getting on KZYX these days? I like the REVEAL 
show but do I really want to hear about criminal con-men ripping off 
drug addicts on Saturday night? How about some uplifting, lively 
music on Saturday night.  FAIR and Mumia? I can see where too 
much truth can be a burden. FAIR even dared to criticise NPR.  
Thanks for all your good work. I  am a member anf dedicat listener. 
The new leadership has greatly improved the station and Alecia is 
great -smart and professional.  X

basically you are great X
Yes, kzyx has always been an Anderson Valley centric organization 
and volunteers who do not live there are marginalized whether 
intentional or not.  This has been a longstanding issue and generally 
means kzyx only represents one part of the county.  If you're not in 
the 'AV clique' your voice is rarely heard whether it's because of the 
location, where meetings or events are scheduled or simply not 
being seen around on a regular basis.  Because the staff is so small 
sometimes decisions are made w/o input from the broader base of 
listeners and volunteers from whole county.  So a small number of 
decision makers with a lot of power but a narrow AV view that leaves 
those in other areas w/o their interests represented. X
with better funding the station could upgrade its studio location and 
technical infrastructure.  Keeping the signal up and strong is the #1 
priority. X

Don't know of a way to improve X
I thought when I left the Bay Area that what I'd miss most was public 
radio...but when I discovered KZYX, 25 years ago, I've been happy 
with it ever since.  Really liking changes since Alicia has been there - 
info shows in Spanish, more Native inclusion.     I've appreciated the 
Promise of Paradise & Sarah Reith's interviews of many homeless 
people.  Hearing their stories humanizes them!  I'd like more 
interviews of local residents.   X X

I appreciate the return of National Native News and the Pomo Hour. X X
Obituaries of community members done in a respectful short 
remembrance  format  Less advertising and less self advertizing. 
Sometimes I hear a promotion for a program/show for the show 
while it is on...redundant.  Improving the sound quality of shows and 
recordings.  X X

Keep it going X
The promotion of shows is really annoying. Most of us listen a lot and 
we know when the regular shows are. We don't need to hear the 
promotional clips about them. Way too much of that! Thanks! X
I like the idea of a "morning dashboard" short piece (similar to the 
weather) where there is a brief overview of COVID news and 
anything emergency (such as fires) could be included as well.  It 
could be broadcast 2-3 times per day at the same time so people 
know to tune in.  X
Change Ha Ha children's program to Sat mornings..  Keep "Sweet 
Smoke".."Double Trouble" on Sat..   Poetry and Short Wave report..
New Orleans show on Mon & Fri.. R& B..Plays and Readings..W Dan..
Fresh Air...  Lot's of variation..  Alicia & all of you are doing a Fab job! 
Thank you X X

In my next life I might think of something! I love the station as it is! X
The Program Director is too powerful. She is making arbitrary 
changes according to the kind of station she wants. I wish as listeners 
we had some power. The one new program I appreciate is Dr. Drew 
Colfax. Thank you for that. X
Thank KZYX for its community service, and please keep broadcasting. 
wifi and smart phone service do not  penetrate the mountainous part 
of the county, yet there is a substantial population up here. KZYX has 
literally been a lifeline during pandemic and wildfires. X
Advertise the station. Sometimes I feel we are just singing to the 
choir. Programming seems more flexible now. I'd like to hear "51%" 
and Ralph Nader but the hours... X

Can't think of any at the moment. X

Better news coverage X

I think, overall, you're doing a fantastic job. Thank you. X
More progressive - Less NPR. Need to reach out to the young 
population  in our area - high school thru 20s and  30s. More 
diversity by race, age, culture, whatever. X
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More election coverage; Biden's podcast.

 You are doing a great job. Alicia is an amazing addition to KZYX!

I remain a staunch fan of KZYX.
I think you do a very good job of service to community. Very grateful 
for the effort & work that's put in.

I can't think of anything - I think you're already doing a great job.

Probably, but i am tired and "brain dead"

Thank you for preempting shows for live political stuff.

Number of Responses 140 24 20 17 16 10 9 9 9 7 6 5 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1


